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LOWELL STREET SHAFT
warehousing, retail and educational buildings. Regent’s Canal and Limehouse Cut run north–
south from Limehouse Basin. The River Thames is located further to the south.
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12.5

A13 is a major east–west traffic route that forms part of the Transport for London Road Network
and provides an important radial route from the City of London to Essex. The main road
junctions of A13 Commercial Road/Basin Approach and A13 Commercial Road/Lowell Street
are signal-controlled.

12.6

Waiting and loading on Tower Hamlets administered roads is controlled throughout the local
area; controlled parking zone waiting restrictions typically apply between 0830 and 1830 hours,
Monday to Friday.

12.7

Moderate pedestrian flows occur on Commercial Road in both the AM and PM peaks generally
associated with access to local public transport, which comprises bus services along Commercial
Road and the Limehouse DLR and main-line railway stations.

The permanent works
Running tunnels
12.8

Introduction
12.1

12.2

12.3

The Docklands Light Railway (DLR) runs east–west on a nineteenth-century viaduct through this
route window. Crossrail’s twin bored tunnels will pass beneath Commercial Road before
swinging southwards to pass beneath the DLR between Limehouse and Westferry stations. The
permanent works in this route window will be the construction of:
•

the running tunnels; and

•

the Lowell Street ventilation, evacuation and intervention shaft and the associated surface
building.

There will be a single worksite in this route window, the Lowell Street Worksite. The site is
bounded to the north by A13 Commercial Road, to the east by a disused railway viaduct, to the
west by Basin Approach and to the south by the Docklands Light Railway where it passes the
Limehouse Basin. The overall construction period including fit out and commissioning of Lowell
Street shaft is approximately four years.
The maps provided at the end of this chapter present the main features of the route window and
the assessed construction lorry routes.

Baseline conditions
12.4

Route Window C10 is in a predominantly residential area of the London Borough of Tower
Hamlets. The housing stock is a mixture of private developments and housing that is
administered (or was once administered) by the local authority. New large-scale residential
development at the waterside of Limehouse Basin, south of the site, contrasts with the bustling
east London character of Commercial Road. The area also contains offices, storage and

Two 6 m diameter running tunnels will be constructed that will lie at a depth of approximately 40
m (eastbound) and 36 m (westbound) below ground level at Lowell Street shaft.
Lowell Street shaft

12.9

The Lowell Street shaft will be constructed on undeveloped land at the corner of Commercial
Road and Basin Approach (at No 610 Commercial Road E14). The site is bounded by the DLR
viaduct to the south and a disused railway viaduct to the east. An emergency intervention point,
ventilation and escape facilities will be provided. Surface structures will be constructed along
with an area of hard standing. Beneath the surface, a concrete box will contain ventilation
equipment.

Worksite assessment
Lowell Street worksite
12.10 Construction lorries are expected to both access and egress this site directly from and to the
westbound carriageway of the A13 Commercial Road (TLRN) (see fig. 12.1), through newly
formed site entry and exit points. This will generally be a ‘left in, left out’ priority arrangement.
12.11 The worksite is constrained by local topography and its operation will require tight management
over activities impinging on the highway. In particular, control of the timing of lorries arriving at
the site and turning into and out of the worksite will be required to ensure safe movement and
minimise delays on the A13. A lorry holding area will be provided in West India Dock Road,
which is discussed below. There is potential for light goods vehicles only to access and egress the
worksite from Basin Approach (see lorry route assessment below), to reduce potential conflict
with lorry traffic.
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12.12 Transport for London has been consulted about potential traffic management arrangements and
the detailed arrangements will be agreed before construction.
12.13 With this mitigation, the worksite arrangement and associated lorry access and entry points are
not predicted to cause any significant adverse impact on local road users, pedestrians or cyclists.

Figure 12.2 Basin Approach looking north towards DLR viaduct

Lorry holding area assessment

Figure 12.1 A13 Commercial Road, looking west towards Lowell Street junction – (worksite
situated north west of junction

Lorry route assessment
12.14 Access to the Lowell Street worksite for construction lorries will be directly from the A13
Commercial Road, which forms part of the TLRN. Because the lorry holding area at West India
Dock Road is off the Transport for London Road Network, the arrival of lorries at the site via the
holding area will require lorries to utilise non-TLRN roads.
12.15 About 50 lorries a day will access the worksite during the peak construction period of about 5
months. At other times, about 15 lorries a day will access the worksite. These lorry movements
relate to the arrival of lorries via the lorry holding area at West India Dock Road and assume that
all lorries will use the lorry holding area. This is a robust assumption as in reality a number of
lorries will go straight to the worksite via the TLRN.
12.16 As noted above, light goods vehicles could potentially access the site via a new access to the rear
on Basin Approach. However, this is not an appropriate route for heavy goods vehicles due to
close proximity of residential properties and viaduct clearance constraints.
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12.17 As noted above, due to worksite constraints, off-site lorry holding is required for this site.
Following discussions with London Borough of Tower Hamlets and Transport for London, a site
on the west carriageway of nearby West India Dock Road has been selected.
12.18 The holding area is likely to be accessed directly from A13 Commercial Road (TLRN), which is
a wide road well used as a link between the A1261 Aspen Way and the A13 Commercial Road
and the A1206 Burdett Road.
12.19 The creation of the lorry holding area may require the reallocation of kerb space and a bus stop;
the detailed arrangement will be the subject of discussions with Transport for London and the
London Borough of Tower Hamlets. With appropriate traffic management measures, no
significant temporary residual impacts on road users, pedestrians or cyclists are predicted.

Mitigation and temporary impacts
12.20 No significant temporary residual impacts upon road users, pedestrians or cyclists are predicted.

Mitigation and permanent impacts
12.21 The Lowell Street shaft provides access for emergency intervention, passenger emergency
escape, access for equipment replacement, overhaul and maintenance and ventilation equipment.
The shaft will be housed in a building that provides ventilation to the running tunnels, a truck
loading bay and rooms for electrical and mechanical control equipment.

LOWELL STREET SHAFT
12.22 An area adjacent to the shaft will be provided as a congregation area for passengers evacuated
during an emergency situation.

12.23 No significant permanent residual impacts upon road users, pedestrians or cyclists are predicted.
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